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This is VSD
It's been 10 Years since Vier Sterne Deluxe Records was founded
by Simon Bohnsack & Max H. back in Dezember 2011 in their
childsrooms.
Earlier that year Simon took over a YouTube chanal for making
music.
Max also wanted to make music and the first Mixtape was
recorded.
DJ KAITO Nr.1 released in February 2012 and laid the step for
sucsess.
Together with Max forther music was produced and musicians
like DJ Amph3x and DJ Moesql joint the lable quickly atfter.
With DJ KAITOs „6. October“ we held our first major sucsess in
our hands.
Many more releases followed as free download and on CD.
Albums like Das Vermächniss der RST, Anders ist besser or Owns
got classics over time. Songs like „Don't wanna be a Quader“
stuck in the head of thousands.
In 2016 we partnered with the first digital partner INCIAT.
Shortly after we partnered with international distributor CDBABY
for getting the music of our artists heared worldwide.
Two years later we started our own distribution which incudes
till today stores in Germany and the Netherlands.
In 2021 we got a Deal with the well known animationsstudio
Dingo Pictures for bring back their movies as radioplays.
Now, 10 years later, we are a stable Indipendent-Lable in the
music industy.

CD Production
100 % Selfmade
This is not just a saying, but a promise.
With us, the music is recorded independently in our in-house studio
or right at our artists location, edited and mixed. The music videos
are also produced in-house.
Where others stop at this point and leave the rest to others, we go one
step further: we produce our CDs ourselves - in painstaking manual
work.
To save the environment, a large part of the parts for the finished
CDs consists of second-hand goods, which must pass a strict test for
reusability.
Each CD is also individually checked for playability after
completion, to ensure 100% that it also runs perfectly. Also we
denight to wrap the CDs do to the waste of plastic.
We also coordinate the marketing (at least in Europe). For other
countries (for example USA) and the digital distribution CDBaby
and Alliance Entertaiment supports us actively.

When you do not want those type of CDs, we started in 2021 to
release some music on the new Pro-CDR format. Those CDs are
produced by third party companies.

Note Icons
Availeble over CDBABY
(only B2B, ask your loal store if they are a
CDBaby partner)

Vier Sterne Deluxe Exlcusive
Only Direct Partners can get
these CDs!

This CD is also availeble as a Pro-CDR
Version

Availeble Digital or on CD at your
Broadtime Partner

Dingo Pictures

Radioplays

Thats Dingo Pictures
Dingo Pictures is a 1992 founded animation company form Friedrichsdorf, founded by the
musician Ludwig Ickert (* 30. März 1944; † 14. November 2019) and the book author
Roswitha Haas (* 28. Januar 1940; † 8. Dezember 2015) as Media Concept.
In 1992 the first film Greek sagas was released: Perseus.
Films like Aladin and The Most Beautiful Stories of the Easter Bunny followed later. Parts
of the film are now used as a learning program.
In addition to animated films, picture book films and books on the films have also been
published.
In 2005 the last film so far appeared with The Little Witch Arischa.
Local or national acquaintances such as B. Rainer Maria Ehrhardt or Georg Feils committed.
Many of the films from 1994 onwards were translated into English and other languages and
distributed by Midas Interactive and Phoenix Games on PlayStation, PlayStation 2,
Nintendo DS and Nintendo Wii until 2010. There were also versions of some films for
Philips' CD-i system and as radio plays on CD and MC.
Some covers are temporary and can change later.

Since around 2015, Dingo Pictures gained popularity through reviews of their films on the
video platform YouTube. An excerpt from a Dingo Pictures film is also the first video in the
well-known YouTube playlist Important Videos.
For a long time, some films were considered lost in both English and German. The films
reappeared between 2018 and 2020.
On May 26, 2021,we announced that friends of Ickert had inherited Dingo Pictures and
appointed a new CEO.
From July to August 2021, money was successfully raised for a documentary through Dingo
Pictures. This is realized by Josef “Beppo” Roderer and Simon Bohnsack.

WABUU

Experience this Dingo Pictures classic in a
revised radio play version.
"Some animals are so stupid ..." sings Wabuu,
the cheeky little raccoon on his foray through
the forest. Wabuu has nothing but nonsense
on his mind, playing pranks on the other
animals is too much fun: the idiot bear, for
example, or the overzealous guard dogs of
farmer Alfred. But it comes as it has to: one
day Wabuu went too far and now Wuschel,
the little squirrel, is missing. Wabuu didn't
want that, of course, but the other animals
are really angry with Wabuu for the first
time. Remorseful, Wabuu goes in search of
his friend Wuschel. But where should he
start looking and what if something really
bad happened to Wuschel?

Sing mit Aladin
All and even more songs from the cartoon "Aladin and the Magic Lamp" (releases
05/2022) on one album. Funny, weird and also sad songs to listen to and sing along
to.
"Flying the carpet, that is logical, highly ecological," sings Aladin on his adventurous
journey with songs and music through one of the most beautiful fairy tales from the
Thousand and One Nights "
After more than 25 years, this long-lost film sees the light of day again as an album
for children and those who have stayed.
Running time: approx. 30 min.

Die kleine Hexe Arisha
The little witch is on school vacation. Her grandmother
Sofia sends her to the magic forest with the raven Rudi.
There she says that Arisha could definitely learn
something more.
But when Arischa and Rudi arrive in the magic forest,
everything is completely different than expected.
Strange things happen. Again and again one of the
animals disappears, as if conjured away.
The animals ask Arisha for help. But when Arisha does
magic, everything goes wrong. Until Rudi remembers that
Grandmother Sofia gave them a magic stone, just in case.
And they urgently need it now.

Abenteuer im Land der Dinosaurier
Release: 11/2021
It couldn't be long before the dinosaur cub would hatch. Finally the
bowls crackled. "It's a boy," said the dinosaur father happily.
Soon the little dinosaur was playing with the other dinosaur children
and dared to go further and further away from home. But one day the little dinosaur was visiting friends - the earth began to shake. And
immediately afterwards the volcano erupted. The little dinosaur had
to wait until the volcano had calmed down again, only then could he
walk home. But when he got there he was frightened. Everything
was destroyed. No trace of his family. "I have to find her again," he
sobbed. It was the beginning of a long and adventurous search.

Es weihnachtet sehr
Release: 12/2021

Benni und seine Freunde
Release: 01/2022
It was winter and like every year Benni was allowed to visit his
grandpa during the holidays. At first everything seemed to be the
same as always. But then the baker's wife heard a wolf howl. It was
very far away, but the people in the village got very excited.
They sent the hunters to look for the wolf. But when they came back
unsuccessfully in the evening, Benni, Grandpa and their friends
thought about how they could protect themselves from the wolf. And
they soon had an idea ...

Griechische Sagen: Perseus
Release: 02/2022
"Perseus won't bring you luck, Acrisius", oracles the seer Talos at the birth of
Perseus, the son of the father of the god Zeus. And that doesn't happen.
Acrisius sends his grandson out to sea. But Zeus protects his son and Perseus
is saved.
Will Zeus help him too? Can Perseus make his way to Medusa with the
dreadful snake head? Or will Andromeda be freed from the shark? And what
does the oracle say?
All of this and more you'll find out in the exciting and entertaining cartoon
from the world of Greek tales.

Die Nibelungen Sage: Siegrfied
Release: 03/2022
Many hundreds of years ago, Siegfried snatched his invisibility cloak from the dwarf Alberich.
Understandable that this is not good to speak Siegfried. But he always likes to tell how it
happened. And also of all the other dangerous adventures of Siegfried. How he defeated the
dragon and became almost invulnerable, there would not have been a small linden leaf.
The kidnapping of Brunhild from Iceland and why Hagen von Tronje became Siegfried's mortal
enemy. And of course Gunther's betrayal of Siegfried. And one question Alberich still has to this
day: what really happened to the treasure of the Nibelung? Is he still lying on the bottom of the
Rhine?

Die schönsten Geschichten vom
Osterhasen
Release:04/2022
There are only a few days until Easter. The Easter Bunnies are very busy. But things don't turn how
the way they should, the most beautiful and colorful Easter eggs have disappeared. Harry, the Easter
Bunny detective, faces a difficult task. And there's Nikki, the Easter bunny girl, who suddenly starts to
feel weird at the Easter Egg hiding place. No wonder, because she is immediately pulled out of the top
hat of a magician who is just giving a children's performance.
And because even Easter Bunny children like to tell stories, they imagine what would happen if the
Easter Bunny was not an Easter Bunny but an Easter Elephant or an Easter Giraffe. Or an Easter...?
You're bound to think of even more!

Aladin
Release: 05/2022
It is one of the most beautiful and well-known fairy
tales from 1000 and One Nights: The Story of Aladin.
Aladdin is the son of a poor tailor. But with the help
of Jinni, a good spirit, he succeeds in reaching
happiness and wealth. And it wouldn't be a fairy tale
if he didn't get the beautiful sultan's daughter as his
wife at the end of the day.

Toys: Das Geburtstagsgeschenk
Release: 06/2022
In the nursery, the toys sit depressed in the corner. The little boy got a new
toy for his birthday and now he no longer looks at his old toys.
Pino, the old favorite doll is desperate because in his place the "new one" is
allowed to go to bed with the little boy. When everyone is asleep, Pino
decides to run away and never come back. The next morning, Knuddel, the
cuddle pillow, was shocked to discover that Pino has disappeared.

Der König der Tiere
Release: 07/2022
For many years the animals have lived peacefully together in the jungle. Of
course there were arguments, but the king of the beasts, the strong and clever
lion, always succeeded in reconciling the brawlers. But the panther had long
been jealous of the king's power.
When the lioness had a baby, the panther took the opportunity to incite the
animals against their king.
He managed to drive the lion and his family away.
The little lion grew up far from his home. One day he learned from the
migratory birds how much the animals in the jungle had to suffer from the
panther and he thought about how he could help the animals

Der König der Tiere 2: Das Große
Abenteuer
Release: 08/2022
In the jungle everything went as usual. The old lion was a kind and wise king, and the
animals gladly followed his advice. Only Robin, his little son, didn't always want to
obey him. He had made it into his head to find the treasure of the black panther that
had been chased away by the animals. The old lion forbade his son to go looking for it.
But Robin didn't care.
And also Mjo Mjo, the son of the black panther, was planning to get the treasure.
It happened the way it had to. The little lion and the young panther collided in their
search.
But how an initial enmity turned into a real friendship, you will learn in the new story
of the "König der Tiere"

Auf der Suche nach den Dalmatinern
Release: 09/2022
The icing on the cake, the little Dalmatian dog is desperate. She had just
played with her two siblings, but suddenly they were gone.
Together with Krümel, the young mixed breed dog, she goes on a search.
They soon encounter a gang of street dogs. They manage to persuade her to
help in the search for the missing little Dalmatians.
But life with the street dogs is so funny that the search for the two little
Dalmatians is in danger of being forgotten.
Except for the icing on the cake, of course. Just as she decides to go on
looking alone, Butcher, the clumsy bulldog, discovers a trace of the two of
them.

Auf der Suche nach den Dalmatinern 2:
Noch mehr Dalmatiner
Release: 10/2022
The three little Dalmatians lived with an old lady just outside of town.
One day they overheard the neighbor talking about a market selling
gingerbread, cotton candy and many other goodies. "Gingerbread,"
beamed Krümel. "Our old lady loves to eat gingerbread!" "Me too,"
said the icing on the cake.
"We'll go to the market and get a gingerbread heart," suggested Krümel.
"And then we'll give it to our old lady for her birthday."
The trader at the market, however, had no sympathy for three little
Dalmatians who just wanted to put their gingerbread hearts in their
pockets. He called the police and had the dogs taken to an animal
shelter. Only the icing on the cake could escape and she decided to free
her friends.

Ein Fall für die Mäusepolizei
Release: 11/2022
At last, Charly Gouda, the mouse newspaper boy, got rid of all of his
newspapers. The cheese truck had been robbed and the shelves in Aunt Antje's
cheese shop were empty. A case for Commissioner Chester from Munster. Max
and Sophie Emmental showed him the spot where they had found the driver of
the robbed van while playing. The matter is clear, said the Commissioner.
Everything points to the infamous Rocky Roquefort gang. He sent Sophie and
Max home. But on the way home the two discovered a hot lead and they
decided to catch the robbers on their own.

Lustige Weihnachten: Max'
wundersames Geschenk
Release: 12/2022
Max, the main character, receives a toy airplane as a christmas gift. He plays with it
for a while, and ends up imagining himself in an ACTUAL airplane, taking trips
around the mountains and the jungles. There he meets all kinds of colourful animals.
Max, die Hauptfigur, bekommt zu Weihnachten ein Spielzeugflugzeug geschenkt. Er
spielt eine Weile damit und stellt sich schließlich vor, in einem TATSÄCHLICHEN
Flugzeug zu reisen, um die Berge und den Dschungel zu erkunden. Dort trifft er auf
allerlei bunte Tiere.

DJ Kaito

Albums

This is DJ KAITO
DJ KAITO (Simon Bohnsack, * 2. August 1997) is a
solo musician,from Hannover and the first open pansexual rapper in Germany.
He makes music since 2011 & released the first Tape that started Vier Sterne
Deluxe Records.
With „6. October (Tag der Nation)“, „Revenge“ & „Don't wanna be a Quader“
he held 2 viral songs and one viral mix in his hands. With the tape „Das
Vermächniss der RST“ Kaito started his RST rap, which gained interest by
fans.
In 2016 and 2017 he was on Tour in Germany and absolved 100+ concerts.
With "Signal Kommt"& „10 Years“ he got also sucsess outsite German
speaking countries.

10 Years

Welcome to 10 Years DJ Kaito, the Best of Album.
DJ Kaitos career started 10 Years ago back in 2011. Join him and dive in to his best
songs remade for this aniversary album. The album combines the favorits of Kaito
and his fans.
Icluding Boomplay & BMS Radio Chartbreaker DISS, Truthrap & Die Leiden
Tracklist:
6. October (Day of the Nation)
Vier Sterne Delxue (Extended
Verison)
Die Leiden (The Suffering)
#LightningQuader
Abrechnung Pt.1
Siwato
DISS
Unbequem Fernsehen
Abrechnung Pt.2 (Schulzeit /
Schooldays)
Stopp Ramstein
Truthrap
DISS (Intenzoo Remix)
Abrechnung Pt.3 (Ausbildung) /
(Training)
Last Step (Version 3)
Roast Yourself 2021

The press says
DJ Kaito’s beats, sounds, and vibes, as
well as his overall well-oiled, loosetongued flow will capture your attention.
-

TunedLoud Magazine Issue
07/2021
Young hip hop fans in particular could
have a new opus in their playlist with DJ
Kaito's 10 Years –

SheWolf Mag
’10 Years’ will resonate with all
listeners -

EssntiallyPop

Signal kommt

Afther the big sucsess of #LightningQuader,
DJ Kaito strikes back with Signal kommt.
Like the previous album it includes many political songs like
#Truthrap with the rapper Sintakk from Berlin, a few RST tracks with
Si-To MC that releases his second album BLACK or personal songs
like the second part of the Abrechnung series.
Together with well known Beat artists like Mixla Productions or
Legio Beats this album was made possible. DJ Moesql and
GrvMUSIC4you are also part of the beat team behind this album.
Tracklist:
1 Welcome (Intro)
2 Vier Sterne Deluxe
3 Landvogt TV (Cesaro)
4 Die Leiden (2018 Version)
5 YT what you have done (where are
these)
6 Die Wahrheit
7 Illusion
8 Diss (Mixla Remix)
9 Truthrap (Single Version)
10 Abrechnung Part 2
11 Nur so Irgendwie
12 RST
13 Frieden statt Krieg
14 YT what you have done (DJ
Moesql Remix)
15 Die Leiden (2015 Version)
16 Danke (Outro)

The press says:
„ A real stunner“ TunedLoud Issue 10/2019

„very good, deep
lyrics that everyone
should take to
heart“ - SheWolf

LIVE in Hamburg
After 2 tours, over 90 Gigs and 3 years travelling throug Germany it was time to
record this first livealbum at Jungfernstieg, Hamburg with the best tacks that saw
the lights of day.
Recorded at the 185. Open Mic in Hamburg at the Jungfernstieg on 25th June
2018
Tracklist
1 Meine Texte
2 FunLetter
3 Truthrap
4 Die Leiden
5 Luxus Nein Danke
6 RST was ist das?
7 Siwato
8 DISS
9 Was ist Rap
10YT What you have done?
11 Unbequem Fernsehen
12 DSGVO
13 Stopp Ramstein
14 Homopho...
15 Vier Sterne Deluxe
16 Roast Yourself

Back to the Past Accapella
Tracklist:
1 6. October
2 Das Vermächniss der RST (Intro)
3 Achtung Si-To
4 Twitter Gang
5 Rule Break
6 Auf der Flucht
7 Si-To gesucht
8 Hengstigal Live
9 Die Leiden
10 Cesaro (LandvogTV)
11 Hardcore Musiker
12 Musikindustrie (am Arsch)
13 Machere(YouTuber Diss)
14 Was ist Rap?
15 Brie an N.
16 Quatsch (Skit)
17 Rükblick
18 Meine Texte
19 nvjdejioahrgo
20 Maby
21 Unnamed Text
22 Last Step
23 Sant to Row
24 Welcome
25 Schalten Sie mal wieder ab

The best songs out o 5
Years DJ KAITO, you
won't miss! On one CD as
accapella versions.
Including never released
songs from that time!

#LightningQuader
Tracklist:
1 Meine Texte
2 6. October (Remix)
3 Siwato
4 Back aus Miami
5 #LightningQuader
6 Miguel Pablo (Remix)
7 Yes/No
8 Unbequem Fernsehen
9 Stopp Ramstein
10 TO o to
11 Meine Texte (Live in Magdeburg)
12 Unbequem Fernsehen (Live in Hamburg)
13 Über die Mahnwachen (Live in Hamburg)
14 Funletter (Live in Hamburg)
15 Unbequem Fernsehen (2014 Acapella)
16 DISS (Acapella)
17 Hallo Sonne (Demo)
18 Psyhartie (Demo)
19 Unbequem Fernsehen / Siwato (Instrumental)
20 #Lightningquader (Instrumental)

Old design:

New design:

The well known
album in a new
design!
Exclusive for „Direct
Partner“
Favorite of Listeners and
us alike.
The old design is while
stock lasts availeble to
everyone!

Last Step (Version 2)
Tracklist:
1 Last Step (Intro)
2 Vier Sterne Deluxe
3 Abrehnung Part 1 (Liebeslied)
4 Wohenplan
5 Luxus? (Nein Danke!)
6 Der Tobi & Das Bo
7 Si-To gesucht
8 6. Otober (Cokpit Version)
9 Anti-Homophobia
10 Message
11 Funletter
12 Zeitreise
13 Wilde Flüsse
14 Kind sein (Outro)

DJ KAITOs first
acapella album.
Texts from personal
experiances through
and through.

DJ Kaito

EPs

From Hannover to the World
Release: TBA
DJ Kaito is back with a new EP.
He takes tribute to his hometown Hannover .
Join him and dive in to his city.
Tracklist: (Not final yet)
1 From Hannover to the World (Single Version)
2 From Hannover to the World (Mixla Remix)
3 From Hannover to the World (Alternative Version 1)
4 From Hannover to the World (DJK Remix)
5 From Hannover to the World (Alternative 2)
6 From Hannover to the World (Aapella)
7 10 Years (B-Side)
8 10 Years (Acapella)

6. October (10 Years Edition)
Traklist:
1 6. October (Original Version)
2 6. October (Accapella Version)
3 6. October (2015 Version)
4 6. October (Cockpit Version)
5 6. October (Remix)
6 6. October (10 Years Version)

Release: 6th October 2022
6. Otober – Tag der Nationen (German for „day of
the nations“) gets 10 years old.
This „10 Years Edition“ combines any release of
the song from the past 10 years.

DISS
Release: 2016

The Number 1 EP from the INICAT Charts.
With DISS and Roast Yourself DJ Kaito made
classics that are played many tines till today.
Tracklist:
1 Meine Texte
2 DISS
3 Roast Yourself
4 DISS (INTZ Remix)
5 Yes / No
6 Wahre Worte
7 DISS (Live @ Frieden Leben Magdeburg)

LIFECAT

This is LIFECAT
Georg Slany aka LIFECAT, from Rosenheim, Germany.
Connected to the "Kunst Kollektiv Rosenheim" & "Kreativ Kartell
Rosenheim" where we are working with at the moment for some bigger
projects, LIFECAT was introduced to us.
His music is different, his passion for music is his life!
As a kid he learned to play piano and drums. He spent his childhood in
children's homes and had there a hard time. Only his love for music is
what remains.
2004 - as a kid - he begun making his first songs. In 2019 he released his
first Singles on the Lable Room 307

Lifecat (Album)
Release: TBA
Tracklist: TBA
Info: TBA

Tamarahawk
Release: TBA
After LOVE, LIFECAT returns with another electronic
lovesong of the love of his life.

Uncanny Valley
Release: TBA

Copy & Paste
Release: TBA

Get Caught
Release: 10/2021
After the sucsess of his Singles „LOVE“ & „That's All?!“ LIFECAT
returns with his electronic style. With this you will GET CAUGHT
in it.

Love
Release: 09/2021
LOVE is a h(e)art beating track with a electronic melody and 8-bit sounds
dropped it.

Thats All?!
Release: 07/2021
LIFECATs debut Singleon Vier Sterne Deluxe Records.
With a dope beat and electrefying stlye on the keyboard and on the
regulators, he dropps a unic music sound ouf of your boxes.

DJ Moesql
DJ Moesql

This is DJ Moesql

DJ Moesql

DJ Moesql was part from 2012 to 2014 and released a hand full off
electronic mixes.
Till today he is still involved in some tracks and made some
remixes but not under contract.

In 2016 he released his Moesql EP.
In 2021 his entire works for Vier Sterne Deluxe Records released
on one EP.

DJ Moesql

Moesql EP
Release: 09/2021

With the Moesql EP Vier Sterne Deluxe Records published
the entire works of DJ Moesql that he done for Vier Sterne
Deluxe Reords.

Si-To MC

This is Si-To MC
Si-To MC is a German rapper. He is currently under contract with
Vier Sterne Deluxe Records.
He is afraid to present himself publicly. At first he was on the Mixtape
Das Vermächniss der RST in 2013 by DJ Kaito. In the same year on
the TO o to EP. From this cooperation a friend chat with DJ Kaito was
born. In 2014 he joined the music project and the Lable Vier Sterne
Deluxe. He contributed a remix on the Unbquem Fernsehen EP. In
February 2015 he released his first album Anders ist besser. In 2017
he was heard in the song Siwato by DJ Kaito. On May 25, 2019 he
released his second album called BLACK.

BLACK
Four years after his debut, Si-To MC is back with
a new album and brings back old memories and
new song. The album is as a satire album to the
German hardcore gansta rap with a trash style.

Tracklist:
1 Achtung! Si-To!
2 Hardore Musiker
3 Siwato
4 Si-To gesucht
5 RST
6 TO o to
7 Quatsch
8 Psychatrie
9 Zeitreise
10 TO o to (Acapella)
11 TO o to (Instrumental)

TO o to EP
Si-Tos Debut on Vier Sterne Deluxe Records

Vier Sterne Deluxe

This is Vier Sterne Deluxe
Vier Sterne Deluxe was founded in 2011 by DJ Kaito and DJ
Sheldon. In Summer 2012 A.G. (known today as DJ Amph3x)
and DJ Moesql joins the project. The first EP
"Und dein Herz schlägt schneller" released the same year.
In Spring 2013 the first works for the Vier Sterne Deluxe
Album "Owns" has begun, and in August the album "Und dein
Herz schlägt schneller" was released.

DJ Moesql leaves the project in summer of 2014. Si-To MC
takes his place.
In October "Unbequem Fernsehen" EP was released.
In 2015 DJ Sheldon leaves the project. In November of 2015
the Album Owns was released.

In 2017 Sintakk, Boozer and Tybalt, joint the project for a few
songs.

Side One
Release: TBA
Tracklist: TBA

OWNS
Vier Sterne Deluxes second album in
his 2nd edition. A true classic of
obscurety with stories, electronic and
hiphop music. It is not possible to be
more experimental sice this.
Tracklist:
1 Vier Sterne Deluxe
2 6. October (Remix)
3Meine geheimen Ichs: 1412
4 Unbeuem Fernsehen
5 Moesqql #2 (clean)
6 TO o to
7 OWNS 01
8 Meine geheimen Ichs: KAITO
9 Wissen Sie?
10 For da real smokaz
11 OWNS 02
12 Hohes Niveau
13Kick it
14 Meine geheimen Ichs: Simon

Unbequem Fernsehen
Tracklist:
1 Unbequem Fernsehen (Single Version)
2 Unbequem Fernsehen (Live im Mai in Hamburg)
3 Unbequem Fernsehen ( Live im Juni in Hammburg)
4 Unbequem Fernsehen (2014 Acapella Version)
5 Unbequem Fernsehen (Instrumental)

Distributors
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